New book on MTD is already published!

Some days earlier the reference book "Noiseproof coding. The methods and algorithms", that has been expected by the specialists for a very long time, was published (in Russian). It was edited by corresponding member RAS U.B.Zubarev, General director of NIIR, Moscow. The authors: V.V.Zolotarev, G.V.Ovechkin. The reference book was printed in the publishing house "The Hot Line - Telecom", Moscow.

If you are interested in getting of large number of copies of this useful book, address with your proposals directly to the publishing house: www.techbook.ru , or you may call them: tel. +7 095 287 15 03 , +7 095 287 49 56 .

You may call us.

You may buy the book in Internet-agency Dessy (web-site www.dessy.ru ), tel.+7 095 304 72 31 and in the shop "Biblio-Globus" in Moscow near subway "Lubjanka".

***

Wait for news!

The latest results on MTD algorithms will be submitted at 6-th International DSPA Conference-exhibition in Moscow, March, 31, 2004! (www.dspa.ru).

***

On this DSPA-exhibition the unique test bench-simulator of satellite digital channels with the best known systems of noiseproof coding will be demonstrated and distributed also. The details about the unique test bench-simulator - are on our web-site www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru in the section of new stuffs: "The Simulator of Digital Channel!

***

For a contact: NIIRadio, Moscow, Russia: tel. +7 095 261 03 27, +7 095 261 54 44; e-mail: zolotasd@yandex.ru, mob. in Russia: +7 916 518 86 28, SRI RAS - department 071, tel. +7 095 333 23 56, e-m: zolotasd@yandex.ru, V.V. Zolotarev or e-mail: g_ovechkin@mail.ru, mob.: +7 910 644 51 46, G.V. Ovechkin.